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ABSTRACT

The pioneer event in eukaryotic DNA replication is
binding of chromosomal DNA by the origin recogni-
tioncomplex (ORC). The ORC-DNA complex directs
the formation of origins, the specific chromosomal
regions where DNA synthesis initiates. In all eu-
karyotes, incompletely understood features of chro-
matin promote ORC-DNA binding. Here, we uncover
a role for the Fkh1 (Forkhead homolog) protein and
its forkhead associated (FHA) domain in promoting
ORC-origin binding and origin activity at a subset
of origins in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Several of
the FHA-dependent origins examined required a dis-
tinct Fkh1 binding site located 5′ of and proximal to
their ORC sites (5′-FKH-T site). Genetic and molec-
ular experiments provided evidence that the Fkh1-
FHA domain promoted origin activity directly through
Fkh1 binding to this 5′ FKH-T site. Nucleotide sub-
stitutions within two relevant origins that enhanced
their ORC-DNA affinity bypassed the requirement for
their 5′ FKH-T sites and for the Fkh1-FHA domain.
Significantly, assessment of ORC-origin binding by
ChIPSeq provided evidence that this mechanism was
relevant at ∼25% of yeast origins. Thus, the FHA do-
main of the conserved cell-cycle transcription factor
Fkh1 enhanced origin selection in yeast at the level
of ORC-origin binding.

INTRODUCTION

Eukaryotic chromosomes rely on multiple spatially and
temporally distributed DNA replication origins for their ef-

ficient and accurate duplication. Each origin has a distinct
probability of activation. Thus, some origins act more effi-
ciently and earlier in S-phase than others. These differences
in origin activation probabilities generate a spatiotemporal
pattern of genome duplication with relevance to genome
stability and cell function (1–5). Because chromatin hetero-
geneity is essential for the structure and function of chro-
mosomes, each individual origin must act within a distinct
local chromatin environment. While it is clear that differ-
ences in chromatin structure can affect the probability of
origin activation, the specific features of chromatin and the
molecular mechanisms by which they control origins are in-
completely defined.

Every yeast origin requires the same core proteins and
sequential series of protein-DNA mediated reactions for its
activation (6). First, the ORC (origin recognition complex)
selects origins by binding to the underlying chromosomal
DNA (7). In G1-phase, this ORC–DNA complex initiates
a a series of molecular interactions culminating in the as-
sembly of an inert form of the DNA replicative helicase,
the MCM (mini chromosome maintenance) complex, onto
chromosomal DNA (origin licensing) (8). The position of
the MCM complex on the chromosomal DNA determines
the position of the origin because, in S-phase, multiple pro-
teins convert the loaded MCM complex into two bidirec-
tional replicative helicases that unwind the DNA, allowing
for the initiation of DNA synthesis (origin firing or activa-
tion). Given the origin-defining role of ORC-DNA inter-
actions in this cycle, it is not surprising that chromatin’s
effect on DNA accessibility plays a role in chromosomal
origin distribution, with both ORC binding and origin ac-
tivation being more prevalent within open, transcription-
ally active chromatin regions of the genome (2,9). How-
ever, direct interactions between ORC and nucleosomes or
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non-histone chromatin-associated proteins also help recruit
ORC to chromosomes, potentially promoting the formation
of origin-competent ORC-DNA complexes in less receptive
chromatin environments (10–14).

Saccharomyces cerevisiae (yeast) is a powerful model for
addressing the role of chromatin in controlling origins be-
cause so much is known about this organism’s ∼400 ori-
gins through multiple high-resolution genome-scale stud-
ies. Data are available about ORC binding, origin effi-
ciency (fraction of cell cycles that an origin fires in a di-
viding population of yeast cells) and replication time (the
minutes after S-phase begins when an origin is replicated)
(14–21). High-resolution data describing nucleosome oc-
cupancy and modification status as well as binding loca-
tions of relevant non-histone chromatin-associated proteins
are also available (22,23). Because yeast ORC, unlike ORCs
from other model organisms, binds to a defined DNA se-
quence element that is essential though not sufficient for ori-
gin function, the precise position of the origin-determining
ORC–DNA interface for most yeast origins is known. Al-
though it may seem paradoxical, the requirement for a spe-
cific, discrete ORC-DNA interface has the potential to fa-
cilitate defining chromatin-mediated mechanisms relevant
to functional ORC-origin binding. In particular, while the
ORC site is conserved in yeast origins, its precise sequence
and affinity for ORC varies considerably between individ-
ual origins (14,17,24). Thus yeast origins can be parsed by
the contribution the essential ORC-DNA interface makes
to their levels of ORC–origin binding in vivo. Origins with
notably weak ORC binding sites can then serve as tools to
examine how local chromatin features promote functional
ORC–origin interfaces.

Previously, we identified two distinct collections of yeast
origins that bind ORC using clearly contrasting mecha-
nisms (24). Specifically, these origins were first selected by
their strong affinity for ORC in vivo, as defined by re-
tention of a strong ORC ChIP signal even in orc2-1 cells
(17,24). Next, these origins were examined for their ORC-
DNA affinity in vitro. Approximately 20 origins were as-
signed to the positive-DNA cohort (originally called DNA-
dependent origins), because they contained high-affinity
ORC sites (apparent Kds ranging from ∼4 to 14 nM),
whereas another 20 origins were assigned to the positive-
chromatin cohort (originally called chromatin-dependent
origins), because their ORC sites had a low affinity for ORC
in vitro (apparent Kds ranging from ∼30 to > 300 nM) that
could not account for their strong association with ORC in
vivo. We hypothesized that positive-chromatin origins used
a feature(s) of their local chromatin environment to pro-
mote ORC–DNA binding (Figure 1).

Here, we applied genetic, molecular and bioinformatic
approaches to compare positive-chromatin and positive-
DNA origins and uncovered a role for the Fkh1 (fork-
head homolog) protein in promoting ORC-origin binding
at a subset of yeast origins. The N-terminal FHA (fork-
head associated) domain of Fkh1, and more precisely its
conserved phosphothreonine-specific protein–protein inter-
action function, was required by the majority (75%) of
positive-chromatin origins for full activity. FHA-dependent
origins were twice as likely as the FHA-independent origins
to contain a FKH site in a 5′ to 3′ T-rich orientation (5′-

Figure 1. Model to explain the ORC-binding differences between two dis-
tinct yeast origin cohorts (24). Origins in the positive-DNA cohort rely
on direct interactions between ORC (orange crescent) and the the ori-
gin’s ORC binding site to achieve normal levels of ORC binding, while
origins in the positive-chromatin cohort require additional interactions
with an origin-adjacent protein(s) to achieve normal levels of ORC bind-
ing to their intrinsically weak ORC sites. The weaker ORC–DNA interac-
tions at positive-chromatin origins are symbolized with open ORC. In this
simple model, a sequence-specific DNA binding protein (green cylinder)
binds near the origin and promotes ORC binding (arrow). The arrow is
not meant to imply a specific mechanism by which the green factor pro-
motes ORC binding.

FKH-T) positioned within 250 bp and 5′ of their ORC site.
Relevant mutations assayed singly and in combination pro-
vided evidence that this 5′ FKH-T site contributed to origin
activity and accounted for these origins’ FHA-dependence.
Converting the low-affinity ORC binding sites within two
FHA-dependent positive-chromatin origins to high-affinity
ORC sites eliminated their dependence on the Fkh1-FHA
domain, supporting the conclusion that the Fkh1-FHA do-
main promoted ORC binding to these origins. Analyses of
ORC-origin binding by ORC ChIPSeq provided evidence
that FHA-dependent positive-chromatin origins and many
origins outside of this strictly defined cohort required the
Fkh1-FHA domain for full ORC binding in vivo.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Yeast strains and plasmids

Yeast strains were derivatives of W303, and complete
genotypes are listed in supplemental Supplementary Ta-
ble S1. All ARS plasmids were made by cloning yeast ori-
gin fragments into the Not1 site of pCF1897, a deriva-
tive of the pARS plasmid used in (25). ARS sequences
are listed in Supplementary Table S2. The ars1529.5-
FKH� mutation was engineered into the native S. cere-
visiae ARS1529.5 locus by standard one-step integration.
First, the Kluyveromyces lactis (Kl) URA3 gene was used to
replace the native the S. cerevisiae ARS1529.5 locus from
positions -500 to +536, numbering relative to the start ‘0’
nucleotide of the T-rich strand of the ARS1529.5 ORC
binding site, to create ars1529.5�::URA3kl. This strain was
transformed with an ars1529.5-FKHΔ::Sal1 mutant frag-
ment containing nucleotides –550 to +586, and 5-FOA
counter-selection was used to select for URA3 replacement
events. Successful integration of the ars1529.5-FKHΔ::Sal1
mutant fragment was verified by PCR (oCF4665 and
oCF4666) and Sanger sequencing.

Plasmid loss (ARS) assays

Plasmid loss assays were performed as described previously
(26–28) with the exception that yeast colonies were grown
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in 96-well plates as described for the ‘tadpoling’ assay (29).
Yeast transformed with an ARS were inoculated into 5 ml
of selective media (lacking uracil) and grown at 25◦C for
∼20 h, until cultures reached OD600 1.0–1.5. The culture
was diluted 1000-fold into 5 ml non-selective media and the
diluted culture grown ∼25 h at 25◦C. After each round of
growth in liquid media, the culture was serially diluted into
uracil-lacking or uracil-supplemented media in a 96-well
plate (seven 10-fold dilutions). Yeast were grown at 25◦C
for 36 h, after which colonies were counted. Plasmid loss
rates (PLRs) were determined using the formula PLR = 1
– (F/I)n where I (Initial) is the percentage of live cells that
contain a plasmid after 20 h of selective growth, F (Final)
is the percentage of live cells that contain a plasmid after
∼25 h of non-selective growth and n is the number of cell
generations. The values presented are means of all biologi-
cal replicates for the indicated ARS (≥3 independent yeast
transformants) ± standard error.

Basal ARS function

To determine whether ARS1529.5 constructs in Figure 2 D
conferred basal ARS activity in wildtype (CFY145) or orc2-
1 (CFY266) yeast, four ODs of yeast were transformed with
100 ng of the indicated ARS and cells were grown on solid
selective media at 23◦C, the permissive growth temperature
for orc2-1 cells.

Cell-cycle arrest and flow cytometry

To prepare genomic DNA samples for copy-number anal-
yses, MATa cells were grown in 25 mL YPD at 30◦C to
an OD600 of ∼0.3 at which time � factor was added to
a concentration of 5 �g/ml. Cultures continued to incu-
bate at 30◦C for 100 min to allow the majority of cells to
reach G1-arrest. Cultures were then collected on a What-
man Nylon membrane (GE Healthcare #7404-004) using a
Nalgene filtering apparatus (Thermo Scientific #300-4050)
and washed with 100 ml YPD pre-warmed to 30◦C. The
cells were then immediately transferred to fresh pre-warmed
25 ml YPD supplemented with 200 �g/ml of pronase. 2.5 ml
of culture was harvested at time 0 (G1-arrested sample) and
at 35 min (mid S-phase) after release into YPD-pronase. Ge-
nomic DNA was purified from Zymolase-treated yeast pel-
lets using phenol–chloroform–isoamyl alcohol, followed by
ethanol-based extraction. DNA was quantified on a Quan-
tus fluorimeter. To determine cell-cycle distribution of each
sample, cells were fixed with ethanol, stained with Sytox
Green and analyzed by flow cytometry (BD Accuri C6 Flow
Cytometer).

Droplet digital PCR (ddPCR)

ddPCR was performed following a published protocol
for examining yeast DNA replication (30) using Eva-
green based chemistry (Droplet oil and Supermix; BioRad
#1864005 and #1864033, respectively). ddPCR was per-
formed on the indicated origins or non-origin control loci.
Primers are listed in Supplementary Table S3.

Apparent Kds for ORC-origin binding

Recombinant yeast ORC purified from Sf9 cells was used
in binding reactions with radioactively labeled origin DNA
fragments as substrates as described previously (24). The re-
actions were analyzed using electrophoretic mobility shift
(EMSA) assays, and radioactive ORC–DNA and free DNA
complexes were imaged using a GE Typhoon SLA9000
phosphoimager. Images were analyzed in ImageJ, and ap-
parent Kd values were derived by fitting data to a one-
site binding hyperbola and constraining the Bmax to 1 in
Graphpad Prism 4.0. Each reaction was performed in tripli-
cate and the mean apparent Kd was normalized to that mea-
sured for the high-affinity internal control ARS317 (HMR-
E) probe (appKd 7 nM).

ORC ChIP-qPCR

ORC ChIP-qPCR was performed using the XChIP proto-
col (31). 50 ml yeast cultures of three biological replicates
per strain (wildtype CFY3533 and ars1529.5-FKH�::Sal1
CFY4479 ) were grown to mid-log phase (OD600 ∼0.5
OD) and cross-linked with 1% formaldehyde for 15 min.
Chromatin was purified and fragmented with MNase (Wor-
thington Biochem #LS004797) at a ratio of 0.5 MNase
units/OD yeast until a 1:1 ratio of 150:300 bp fragments
was reached (indicating a 1:1 ratio of mono- to dinucleo-
somes). Digested chromatin was briefly sonicated and then
clarified. Ten percent of the sheared chromatin was reserved
to represent starting material (Input), while the remain-
der was incubated with a cocktail of monoclonal antibod-
ies against ORC as described previously (17). Quantitative
PCR was performed in a BioRad C1000 Touch thermo-
cycler using GoTaq mix (Promega #A6001) (32). Primer
pairs for target loci are listed in Supplementary Table S3.
Primers were validated in a standard curve assay, demand-
ing E and R2 values ≥ 0.8 and ≥ 0.95, respectively. IP
and Input samples were diluted 1.2- and 2.5-fold, respec-
tively, and technical duplicate reactions were performed.
The mean of the resulting Cq values from technical dupli-
cates were calculated, demanding technical errors ≤1.5%
(Error = 100 × SD

mean ). Technical means were further nor-
malized by the relative dilution factor using the follow-
ing equation: normalized means = mean Cq − log 2(DF).
Finally, percent input values were calculated for each
target measured in each biological replicate for each
experiment:

Percent input = 100 × 2(normalized mean ip-normalized mean input).

ORC ChIPSeq

ORC ChIPSeq was performed using the XChIP protocol
(31). Crosslinked chromatin was isolated from 50 ml cul-
tures of FKH1 or fkh1R80A cells at 0.5 OD/ml. Chromatin
was fragmented as described and subjected to ORC directed
IP as in (14,17). Libraries for next generation sequencing
were prepared using the Lucigen NxSeq UltraLow DNA
Library Kit v2 (#15012-2). Three independent replicates of
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Figure 2. The positive-chromatin origin ARS1529.5 required a 5′ proximal FKH binding site for optimal function. (A) The indicated ARS1529.5 chro-
mosomal fragments (left) were cloned into a plasmid and the corresponding plasmid loss rates (PLRs; mean ± SE) were determined (right). Asterisks
here and in all subsequent figures indicate P-values for the relevant comparisons (***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01 and *P < 0.05). P-values are derived from
two-tailed Student’s t-tests comparing constructs to ARS1529.5-standard. The sequences that were used to substitute for native ARS1529.5 sequences to
create the indicated � clones are derived from KANMX and are denoted in red, or red shading when they overlapped OriDB regions (B) DNA sequences
between positions –155 and –86 of the ARS1529.5 5′� + 50� ARS construct were substituted with the 8 bp expanded Sal1 restriction site, gGTCGACg,
as indicated. Mutations that significantly raised PLRs (P-values < 0.05) relative to ARS1529.5-standard are boxed in gray shading. (C) PLRs of Sal1
linker-containing ARS1529.5 mutants in (B). Horizontal dashed lines represent the PLR mean ± se of the wild-type ARS1529.5 50� fragment in A. (D)
(Top) An FKH consensus motif (23). Sequence of the wild-type region of ARS1529.5 containing the FKH site (top), and the SalI linker substitution
in ars1529.5-FKH�::Sal1. Basal ARS activity is defined as whether colonies were recovered when yeast were transformed with the indicated ARSs. The
indicated yeast cells were transformed with the ARS1-like version, OriDB version, or OriDB version containing the FKH�::Sal1 substitution (mutOriDB)
of ARS1529.5. ‘+’ indicates that colonies were recovered. ‘−’ indicates that no colonies were recovered.

each genotype were sequenced. The ORC signal was deter-
mined for the IP and starting material and per nucleotide
coverages were assessed. Coverages from like replicates were
summed and then normalized for sequencing breadth and
depth as described (31). Once normalized, per nucleotide
IP/input ratios were determined and mapped to 2001 bp
origin fragments centered and oriented to the T-rich start
of ORC site matches (n = 393). Mapped ratios from either
FKH1 or fkh1R80A cells at each locus were internally scaled
by taking the median ratio measured within distal, flanking
positions within the fragment (–1000 to –700 and +700 to
+1000), and dividing each ratio within the fragment as in
(31).

Accessing genomic data

The raw data for the ORC ChIPSeq experiment can be
accessed at BioProject PRJNA69402 and for the Fkh1/2
ChIPchip at GEO GSE165464.

RESULTS

Nomenclature for origin fragments

The ARS assay (autonomous replicating sequence) assay is
useful for defining chromosomal DNA sequences required
for yeast origin activity (25,27,33). In an ARS assay, a chro-
mosomal fragment is cloned into a bacterial plasmid back-
bone and plasmid replication efficiency in yeast is measured
as a plasmid loss rate (PLR). An efficient origin gener-
ates a low PLR (≤5%/generation) . To compare positive-
chromatin and positive-DNA origins in a systematic man-
ner, we measured ARS activity of standard origin fragments
from 32 origins - sixteen each from the positive-chromatin
and postive-DNA cohorts. The standard fragment was de-
fined as a 1037 bp chromosomal region centered on the ori-
gin’s ORC site (Figure 2 A). The start of the ORC site’s
T-rich strand was designated position ‘0’, and nucleotides
5′ and 3′ of ‘0’ were assigned negative or positive num-
bers, respectively. Thus the standard ARS fragment con-
tained 500 bp 5′ and 536 bp 3′ of the ‘0’ position of the
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T-rich strand of the origin’s ORC site (i.e. the standard ori-
gin fragment spanned nucleotides –500 to +536). The yeast
DNA replication origin database (www.OriDB.org) system-
atically summarizes information about each yeast chromo-
somal origin, including annotating the chromosomal re-
gions that can function as ARSs as reported in the pub-
lished literature (34). For ARS1529.5, a positive-chromatin
origin, the annotated oriDB ARS fragment is 412 bp (–206
to +205) and was used in some experiments. For reference,
the paradigmatic yeast origin, ARS1, defined as the –44 to
+143 chromosomal region centered on ARS1’s ORC site,
is considerably smaller than the standard origin fragments
and the ARS1529.5-OriDB origin fragment used here (25).

The positive-chromatin origin ARS1529.5 required a 5′ prox-
imal FKH binding site for optimal activity

ARS1529.5, like most positive-chromatin origins, is an
early and efficient origin (24). Thus, the expectation was
that the ARS1529.5-oriDB fragment would be an efficient
ARS. However, ARS1529.5-OriDB and ARS1529.5-ARS1-
like chromosomal regions produced plasmids that gener-
ated relatively high PLRs of ∼10% (Figure 2 B). In contrast,
ARS1529.5-standard generated a low PLR of 5%. A con-
struct containing a mutation of the ARS1529.5 ORC site
abolished function of ARS1529.5-standard, indicating that
enhanced activity of this fragment was not caused by a sec-
ond cryptic ORC site. The enhanced activity of ARS1529.5-
standard was not due to insulating this ARS from in-
hibitory plasmid sequences because replacement of the
flanking chromosomal regions with KANMX sequences
reduced ARS1529.5 activity back to that of ARS1529.5-
OriDB (5′/3′�, Figure 2 A).

The paradigm for yeast origin structure places key reg-
ulatory DNA elements 3′ of the T-rich strand of the es-
sential ORC site (25). However, a few yeast origins contain
important DNA sequences 5′ of the ORC site, termed do-
main C, though the precise nature of these elements and
their modes of action are unclear (35,36). Therefore, we
were motivated to explore the requirement of the 5′ re-
gion of ARS1529.5 more closely. ARS assays of additional
ARS1529.5 constructs lacking 5′ origin-adjacent sequences
indicated that chromosomal DNA between nucleotides -151
and -102 contained element(s) that promoted ARS activity
(Figure 2A). Sal1 substitutions were introduced through-
out the region, and ARS assays were performed on the re-
sulting mutants (Figure 2B). Three adjacent Sal1 substitu-
tions reduced the function of ARS1529.5, with the central
of these (–115�:Sal1) causing the most severe defect (Fig-
ure 2C). The -115�:Sal1 substitution mutated a sequence
that matched the consensus DNA binding motif of the par-
alog cell-cycle transcription factors Fkh1 and Fkh2 (hence-
forth called an FKH motif). Thus, this result raised the pos-
sibility that either the Fkh1 or Fkh2 or both proteins bound
5′ of the T-rich strand of this origin’s ORC site to promote
ARS1529.5 activity (Figure 2D).

The screen that defined ARS1529.5 as a positive-
chromatin origin demanded that ARS1529.5 retain ORC
binding in vivo even under conditions where the level of
functional ORC was reduced substantially by the orc2-1
mutation (24). If the 5′ FKH site identified above was re-

quired to promote ORC binding to ARS1529.5’s weak ORC
site in vivo, then it should be critical for ARS1529.5 func-
tion in orc2-1 mutant yeast. To test this prediction, we per-
formed a basal ARS activity assay, which simply assesses
whether yeast can be transformed with a plasmid (Figure
2D). Wildtype but not orc2-1 yeast could be transformed
with the ARS1-like version of ARS1529.5. In contrast,
both wildtype and orc2-1 yeast could be transformed with
ARS1529.5-OriDB, indicating that the additional chromo-
somal regions present on this fragment contained a se-
quence that allowed for ARS activity even when ORC func-
tion was reduced by the orc2-1 mutation. While wildtype
could be transformed with ARS1529.5-OriDB containing
the FKH site mutation (–115�::Sal1 or ars1529.5-FKH�),
orc2-1 mutant yeast could not. Therefore, the 5′ FKH bind-
ing site promoted ARS1529.5 function under conditions of
limiting ORC, meeting a criterion for a postulated acces-
sory DNA element that promotes ORC binding to positive-
chromatin origins (Figure 1).

The Fkh1-FHA domain promoted ARS activity through the
FKH site positioned 5′ of the ARS1529.5 ORC site

Fkh1 contains two conserved domains, a DNA binding do-
main and a forkhead associated (FHA) domain (Figure
3A). FHA domains are conserved protein-binding modules
with specificity for phosphorylated threonines (37,38). A
conserved arginine (R) residue within FHA domains is es-
sential for phosphothreonine binding. A mutant allele of
FKH1, fkh1R80A, produces normal levels of Fkh1 pro-
tein but abolishes the phosphothreonine binding function
of Fkh1 (39,40).

To test whether the Fkh1-FHA domain contributed to
ARS1529.5 function, wild-type and fkh1R80A yeast were
transformed with plasmids that were replicated by either
wild-type ARS1529.5 or ars1529.5-FKH�. The ARS func-
tion of wild-type ARS1529.5 was reduced in fkh1R80A mu-
tant cells to a level that was indistinguishable from that
of ars1529.5-FKH� in wild-type cells, revealing that the
trans-acting fkh1R80A mutation phenocopied the cis-acting
FKH site mutation’s effect on ARS1529.5 activity (Figure
3B). In addition, the activity of ars1529.5-FKH� was not
further reduced by the fkh1R80A mutation, indicating that
the 5′ FKH-T site and the Fkh1-FHA domain did not have
independent roles in promoting ARS1529.5 function. These
data provided in vivo evidence that the Fkh1-FHA domain
promoted ARS1529.5 activity by binding to the ARS1529.5
5′ FKH site.

Due to their substantial sequence similarity, the paralogs
Fkh1 and Fkh2 can substitute for each other’s functions in
cell-cycle control of transcription (41,42). In addition, the
majority of early-acting yeast origins that were previously
defined as Fkh1/2-activated origins show altered activity
only in the absence of both Fkh1 and Fkh2 (43). However,
the ARS data in Figure 3B indicated that the Fkh1-FHA
domain function could explain ARS1529.5’s requirement
for its 5′ FKH site, indicating that this defective version of
Fkh1 could not be rescued by Fkh2. The simplest explana-
tion for this outcome was that mutant fkh1R80A protein
remain bound to the ARS1529.5 5′ FKH site. If this expla-
nation were correct, then fkh1Δ FKH2 cells should show no

file:www.OriDB.org
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Figure 3. The Fkh1-FHA domain functioned through the FKH site
in ARS1529.5 and contributed to the ARS function of the majority of
positive-chromatin origins. (A) Diagram of the Fkh1 protein and rele-
vant protein domains. Residue 80 of Fkh1 is a conserved arginine essen-
tial for the threonine-phosphopeptide-binding activity of FHA domains
(44–46)(38). (B) PLRs measured for the indicated ARS1529.5 plasmids in
FKH1, fkh1R80A, or fkh1Δ cells. P-values are derived from two-tailed Stu-
dent’s t-tests comparing constructs to ARS1529.5-standard. (C) ARS ac-
tivities (inverse of plasmid loss rates) were determined for the indicated
ARSs, cloned as standard fragments (see Figure 2A), in fkh1R80A and
FKH1 cells. The data are expressed as ratios of ARS activity measured in
fkh1R80A cells to that measured in FKH1 cells. The ARSs are ordered from
most sensitive (FHA-dependent) to least affected (FHA-independent). (D)
Enrichment of FHA-dependent ARSs (fkh1R80A-sensitive) within the
positive-chromatin and positive–DNA origin groups. P-values were de-
rived from a hypogeometric functon comparing the distribution of FHA-
dependent or -independent origins in each cohort to their distribution in
the entire collection of 32 origins. Significance is denoted as in Figure 2.
(E) Chromosomal S-phase copy numbers as measured by ddPCR for six
FHA-dependent and four FHA-independent ARSs in C. For each locus,
6 (for wild-type) or 12 (for fkh1R80A mutant strain) independent S-phase
cell samples were assessed and the mean ± 95% confidence interval deter-
mined (see Supplementary Figure S1). Asterisks indicate P-values from the
relevant tests in panels B and D (***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01 and *P < 0.05).

defect in ARS1529.5 activity because, in the complete ab-
sence of Fkh1, Fkh2 should now be able to bind the 5′ FKH
site. Consistent with this explanation, fkh1Δ cells replicated
ARS1529.5 as efficiently as wild-type cells. In addition, this
ARS activity required the same 5′ FKH site that Fkh1 re-
quired (Figure 3B). Thus, in wild-type cells, the relevant
ARS1529.5 FKH site was bound by Fkh1, not Fkh2. More-
over, while the fkh1R80A mutant protein could bind to this
site and prevent Fkh2 from binding, it could not perform a
post-Fkh-binding function required for full ARS1529.5 ac-
tivity.

The majority of positive-chromatin origins required the Fkh1-
FHA domain for full activity

ARS1529.5 was one of the 20 positive-chromatin origins
identified (24). To test whether the Fkh1-FHA domain was
required by other positive-chromatin or by any positive-
DNA origins, the standard versions of sixteen ARSs from
each cohort were assessed for ARS activity in wild-type and
fkh1R80A mutant cells. The PLRs for each ARS were con-
verted to ARS activities (ARS activity = 1/PLR) and the
ratio of ARS activity for each origin in fkh1R80A to wild-
type yeast was plotted in Figure 3 C. The fkh1R80A muta-
tion caused a >2-fold reduction in ARS activity for twelve
of the sixteen positive-chromatin origins. In contrast, only
four of the sixteen positive-DNA ARSs showed a >2-fold
reduction in ARS activity in fkh1R80A mutant yeast. Thus,
while the positive-chromatin origin cohort was enriched for
Fkh1FHA-dependent ARSs, the positive-DNA cohort was
instead enriched for Fkh1FHA-independent ARSs (Figure
3D).

To address whether the Fkh1-FHA domain contributed
selectively to the normal replication of FHA-dependent
ARSs within their native chromosomal locus, we used
droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) as a sensitive measure of
DNA copy number as in (30). If the activity of a specific
origin is reduced by fkh1R80A, either through altering its
efficiency or delaying its activation time, then the duplica-
tion of that origin locus should be delayed, resulting in a re-
duction in its DNA copy number in S-phase relative to con-
trol loci. For these experiments, genomic DNA was isolated
from S-phase cells after release from a G1 alpha-factor ar-
rest (Supplementary Figure S1). The S-phase copy number
of 10 positive-chromatin chromosomal origins was assessed
(Figure 3E); six of these showed FHA-dependent ARS ac-
tivity and four did not (see Figure 3C). Four of the six FHA-
dependent positive-chromatin ARSs showed significant re-
ductions in S-phase DNA copy number in fkh1R80A yeast,
as expected if their origin activity in their native chromo-
somal context was reduced (30). In contrast, none of the
FHA-independent ARSs showed replication defects. No-
tably, some of the individual positive-chromatin ARSs as-
sessed here were previously identified as Fkh1/2-activated
origins, yet only a subset of these showed significant reduc-
tions in S-phase DNA copy number in fkh1R80A yeast (e.g.
ARS305 is a Fkh1/2-activated origin. Yet, ARS305 is an
FHA-independent ARS (Figure 3 C), and the fkh1R80A
mutation did not affect ARS305 chromosomal function
(Figure 3 E)). These data provided evidence that the FHA-
dependent mechanism was distinct from the previously doc-
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umented Fkh1/2-activation mechanism (23,47,48). In sup-
port of this conclusion, additional bioinformatic analyses of
positive-chromatin and positive-DNA origins revealed that
the differences between these two origin cohorts were more
tightly linked to their proposed differences in ORC-origin
binding used to classify them than to either differences in
their origin activation time or mode of Fkh1/2-regulation
(Supplementary Figure S2).

FHA-dependent origins were enriched for T-rich-oriented
FKH motifs positioned 5′ of their ORC binding sites (5′-
FKH-T sites)

Previous analyses of Fkh1/2-regulated origins revealed that
Fkh1/2-activated and -repressed origin groups show signif-
icant quantitative differences in Fkh1/2 binding (23). This
result is consistent with the model that Fkh1/2 act as re-
cruitment factors to enhance the local concentration of the
S-phase kinase that modifies the MCM complex and trig-
gers origin firing (47). However, while we could recapitu-
late this observation in a genome-scale Fkh1 binding ex-
periment, the FHA-dependent and -independent origin co-
horts defined in this report behaved differently, generating
similar levels of Fkh1/2-association (Supplementary Fig-
ure S3). Thus, while differential binding of Fkh1/2 could
account for the distinct behaviors of Fkh1/2-activated and
-repressed origins, this explanation was insufficient to ac-
count for the differences between FHA-dependent and
FHA-independent cohorts.

To explore other possible explanations, the positions
and orientations of the FKH motif matches were mapped
across a 600 bp chromosomal region containing the FHA-
dependent or -independent origins as defined in Figure 3
C (Figure 4A and B, Supplementary Figure S4). The total
number of FKH motifs was similar for the FHA-dependent
and -independent origin cohorts (44 motifs within the 16
FHA-dependent origin fragments versus 40 motifs among
the 16 FHA-independent origin fragments). However, the
two cohorts differed in how their FKH motifs were ori-
ented and distributed relative to their ORC sites (Figure 4B
and C). Specifically, origins within the FHA-dependent co-
hort were more likely to contain an FKH-T motif 5′ of their
ORC site (5′ region; 5′-FKH-T), while origins within the
FHA-independent cohort were more likely to contain an
FKH-T motif 3′ to their ORC site (3′ region; 3′-FKH-T).
To examine these FKH motif distributions quantitatively,
the fraction of origins within the indicated cohort contain-
ing the indicated FKH motif orientation match (FKH-T
or FKH-A, as in Figure 4A) was determined for the 5′
and 3′ regions of the indicated origin groups (Figure 4C).
These analyses confirmed that the FHA-dependent and -
independent cohorts differed from each other most strik-
ingly in terms of the position and orientation of their FKH
motifs relative to their ORC sites.

Because the FHA-dependent origin cohort was enriched
for origins with a 5′-FKH-T motif, we further examined the
potential relevance of this motif. First, analyses of Fkh1/2-
binding data revealed that the FHA-dependent cohort was
enriched for origins that generated Fkh1-ChIP peak apexes
5′ of their ORC sites (Supplementary Figure S3). Second,
direct substitution of the 5′-FKH-T motif as for ARS1529.5

in Figure 2 in four additional FHA-dependent ARSs re-
vealed that they also required 5′-FKH-T motifs for Fkh1-
FHA dependent ARS function (Figure 4E). Note that the
activity of ARS1114 was only mildly reduced by mutation
of its 5′-FKH-T motif or by the fkh1R80A mutation, con-
sistent with the chromosomal replication data for ARS1114
documented in Figure 3E. Together, these observations re-
vealed a link between a 5′-FKH-T site and FHA-dependent
origin activity within the subset of origins that comprised
the positive-chromatin cohort.

A high-affinity ORC site could bypass the requirement of a
5′-FKH-T site for ARS function

The majority of positive-chromatin origins showed Fkh1-
FHA-dependent ARS activity (12/16, 75%) (Figure 3C).
Positive-chromatin origins were defined by the inability of
their low-affinity ORC sites to explain their efficient ORC-
origin association in vivo (24). Therefore, we postulated
that converting the low-affinity ORC sites within positive-
chromatin origins to high-affinity ORC sites might bypass
these origins’ requirement for the Fkh1-FHA domain for
full activity (Figure 5). To address this possibility, specific
nucleotide substitutions were engineered within the ORC
sites of two different positive-chromatin FHA-dependent
ARSs with the goal of enhancing their intrinsic affinity
for ORC (defined as the affinity that ORC has for a pu-
rified origin fragment in vitro as measured by in vitro gel
shift assays (24) (Figure 5A, Supplementary Figure S5).
For ARS1529.5, two different ORC-site-mutations were en-
gineered: ARS1529.5-Δ4, where nucleotide substitutions
were used to make the ORC site more similar to the consen-
sus ORC binding motif, and ARS1529.5-Δ514, where the
entire ARS1529.5 ORC site (apparent Kd = 192 ± 18 nM)
was replaced with the high-affinity ORC site from ARS514
(apparent Kd = 4.1 ± 0.7 nM) (24). For ARS1114 (appar-
ent Kd = 33.3 ± 2 nM), two independent ORC site muta-
tions were generated: ARS1114-C1T, and ARS1114-C30T,
with the goal of making the ARS1114 ORC site more simi-
lar to the consensus ORC binding motif. In vitro ORC-DNA
binding assays were performed as described previously and
the binding affinity of these new ORC sites relative to a ref-
erence high-affinity ORC site (ARS317 (HMR-E), appar-
ent Kd = 7.2 ± 0.4 nM) was determined (Supplementary
Figure S5). Three of the ORC site variants, ARS1529.5-Δ4,
ARS1529.5-Δ514 and ARS1114-C30T bound ORC with a
high-affinity, while one variant, ARS1114-C1T, failed to en-
hance the affinity of this ORC site for ORC in vitro (Figure
5 B).

The ARS activity of each of these mutant origins was de-
termined (Figure 5 C). Both of the ARS1529.5 mutants con-
taining high-affinity ORC sites functioned efficiently even in
the absence of a 5′-FKH-T site or the absence of a func-
tional Fkh1-FHA domain. The ARS1114-C30T mutant
that enhanced affinity for ORC also bypassed this ARS’s de-
pendence on its 5′ FKH-T site. However, the ARS1114-C1T
mutation that did not enhance ORC-origin binding affin-
ity in vitro still required the 5′-FKH-T site of ARS1114 for
wild-type ARS1114 activity. Thus, a high-affinity ORC site
could bypass the requirement of the 5′-FKH-T site for the
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Figure 4. FHA-dependent ARSs were enriched for T-rich oriented FKH motifs positioned 5′ of their ORC binding sites. (A) FHA-dependent and -
independent origin fragments were examined for FKH site matches in either the T-rich (FKH-T) or the A-rich (FKH-A) orientation relative to the T-rich
ORC site as depicted. Origin fragments were defined as chromosomal regions with approximately 300 nucleotides 5′ of the ORC site start of ‘0’ (–300 to
–1, 5′ region) and 3′ of the end of the ORC site ‘+32’ (+33 to +300, 3′ region). (B) Positions of FKH-T and FKH-A motifs in FHA-dependent (left) and
FHA-independent (right) origins. Vertical dotted lines through each graph demarcate the T-rich ORC site boundaries (0 to +32) used to align each origin.
(C) Fraction of origins in the indicated cohorts (x-axis) with at least one of the indicated FKH motifs as defined in A (see also Supplementary Figure S3).
Asterisks indicate P-values from the Hypergeometric Distribution function comparing a cohort’s fraction with that measured for all origins (dashed line)
(***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01 and *P < 0.05). (D) The 5′ FKH-T sites were replaced with an expanded Sal1 restriction site, gGTCGACg, as with ARS1529.5
in Figure 2. The positions of the substituted sites are indicated with a red X. E) Plasmid loss rates for the indicated ARSs were determined in FKH1 or
fkh1R80A cells.

efficient ARS function of these FHA-dependent positive-
chromatin origins.

The Fkh1-FHA domain promoted ORC-origin interactions
at a substantial fraction of yeast chromosomal origins

The data presented thus far supported the model in Figure
1 for FHA-dependent positive-chromatin origins, wherein

Fkh1 binds to a 5′-FKH-motif adjacent to these origins’
ORC sites and uses its FHA domain to promote the essen-
tial ORC-DNA interaction. To test whether the 5′-FKH-T
motif promoted ORC binding to chromosomal ARS1529.5,
the locus was precisely replaced with a ars1529.5-FKH�
mutant, and ORC association with ARS1529.5 was assessed
by ORC-directed ChIP and qPCR (Figure 6A). The ORC
ChIP signal generated by the ars1529.5-FKH� mutant cells
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Figure 5. High-affinity ORC sites bypassed requirements for the 5′ FKH-T site and the FHA domain. (A) Top: Web Logo for ORC consensus site derived
from 393 chromosomal origins. Bottom: ORC binding sites for three indicated origins, and below that, the nucleotide substitutions, indicated in red, used to
generate high-affinity mutant ORC binding sites. (B) The Kds measured by gel shift assays with purified ORC and origin DNA fragments were normalized
by dividing by the Kd measured for the tight-binding ORC binding site from ARS317 (see Supplementary Figure S5). The normalized Kds for wildtype
ARS1529.5 and ARS1114 are indicated in parentheses below the text of those origins (24). (C) Plasmid loss rates for wildtype and the indicated mutant
versions of ARS1529.5 in either FKH1 or fkh1R80A cells. (D) Plasmid loss rates for wild-type and the indicated mutant versions of ARS1114 in FKH1
cells.

was 2.5-fold lower than the signal generated by the wild-
type ARS1529.5 cells, while the control locus was unaf-
fected. These data provided evidence that the 5′-FKH-T
motif in ARS1529.5 promoted ORC binding to this origin
within its native chromosomal context.

To investigate the Fkh1-FHA domain and the 5′-FKH-
T site in ORC-origin binding more broadly, ORC ChIPSeq
experiments were performed in FKH1 and fkh1R80A cells.
A comparison of the internally scaled ORC ChIPSeq sig-
nals at the chromosomal ARS1529.5 locus revealed that
ARS1529.5’s association with ORC relative to the back-
ground signal for this locus was lower in fkh1R80A com-
pared to FKH1 cells (Figure 6B). The same analyses ap-
plied to other FHA-dependent positive-chromatin origins
produced similar results, though we note that the relative
ORC binding signal over ARS1114 was only mildly re-
duced relative to background in fkh1R80A cells compared
to FKH1 cells (Figure 6C). This outcome was consistent
with the relatively mild effects of fkh1R80A on ARS1114
origin activity observed in Figures 3E and 4E. To extend
the examination of fkh1R80A/FKH1 ORC ChIPSeq signals
to all confirmed origins (i.e. all origins), as defined in the
OriDB, the fkh1R80A/FKH1 ORC ChIPSeq signal ratio
over the chromosomal regions spanning the –100 to +100
nucleotides centered over each origin’s ORC site was de-

termined. Based on these analyses, the fkh1R80A allele led
to a relative reduction in ORC association at a fraction of
yeast origins. The majority of origins, (59%, 231/393), gen-
erated similar or even enhanced fkh1R80A/FKH1 ORC sig-
nal ratios (Figure 6D, left panel). Moreover, the fkh1R80A
allele did not reduce ORC-chromatin stability as measured
by a chromatin fractionation experiment (Supplementary
Figure S6). Taken together, these data provided evidence
that reduced fkh1R80A/FKH1 ORC signal ratio at FHA-
dependent positive-chromatin origins in Figure 6B and C
was not solely a consequence of a non-specific genome-
wide reduction in ORC-chromosome binding. Instead, the
fkh1R80A allele altered the distribution of ORC-origin
complexes, with some origins, such as the majority of FHA-
dependent positive-chromatin origins, competing less effec-
tively for ORC than they were able to in FKH1 cells.

Next the fkh1R80A/FKH1 ORC signal ratio was used
to compare selected groups of origins to each other (Fig-
ures 6D and E). The sixteen positive-chromatin origins
examined in Figure 3C were parsed by their requirement
for the Fkh1-FHA domain for ARS activity, and the
log2(fkh1R80A/FKH1) ORC signal for origins within each
sub-cohort depicted in violin plots (Figure 6D, left panel).
The twelve positive-chromatin origins that showed FHA-
dependent ARS activity in Figure 3 behaved differently in
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Figure 6. The Fkh1-FHA domain promoted ORC-origin interactions at a substantial fraction of yeast chromosomal origins. (A) ORC signals of
ARS1529.5 and ars1529.5-FKH� in ORC ChIP-qPCR. (B) ORC signal measured at ARS1529.5 by ORC ChIPSeq in FKH1 and fkh1R80A cells. (C) ORC
signals as in B at four additional FHA-dependent positive-chromatin origins identified in Figure 3 C and with 5′ FKH matches validated in ARS assays in
Figure 4D and E. (D) Distributions of ratios of fkh1R80A/FKH1 ORC binding areas spanning nucleotides –100 to +100. Distributions of ratios are plotted
as box-and-whisker plots overlayed on violin plots. (E) Enrichment analysis of distinct groups of yeast origins defined by their ratios of fkh1R80A/FKH1
ORC binding areas as defined in D. Enrichments (indicated with a ‘+’) or depletion (indicated with a ‘−’) of categories of fkh1R80A/FKH1 scaled ORC
ratios were challenged against distributions of those same categories within all confirmed origins with the Hypergeometric Distribution function. ++/−−,
P value < 0.01; +/−, P value < 0.05.
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terms of relative ORC binding from the remaining four
positive-chromatin origins that showed FHA-independent
ARS activity (Figure 6D, left panel). Specifically, the
majority of the FHA-dependent positive-chromatin ori-
gins showed FHA-dependent ORC binding, while none
of the FHA-independent positive-chromatin origins did.
The 393 confirmed origins generated a large range of
fkh1R80A/FKH1 ORC signal ratios, indicating that many
origins outside of the experimentally defined positive-
chromatin showed some dependence on the Fkh1-FHA do-
main for their ability to compete effectively for ORC.

To view these data in a different manner, the origins
were divided into four distinct categories based on their
fkh1R80A/FKH1 ORC signal ratios, with origins gener-
ating ratios of ≥0.9 interpreted as binding ORC through
a Fkh1-FHA-independent mechanism (green and yellow),
and origins generating ratios of <0.9 interpreted as binding
ORC through a Fkh1-FHA-dependent mechanism (purple
and blue) (Figure 6E). Using these cut-offs, the difference
between FHA-dependent and FHA-independent positive-
chromatin origins for relative ORC binding was stark, and
both of these small groups behaved differently compared to
all confirmed origins (Figure 6E, left panel). A key conclu-
sion was that most of the positive-chromatin origins that
showed FHA-dependent ARS activity in Figure 3C also
showed FHA-dependent ORC association.

The FHA-dependent positive-chromatin origins were
further analyzed to probe the relationship between a 5′-
FKH-T site and Fkh1-FHA dependent ORC binding.
In particular, even though the majority (75%, 9/12) of
FHA-dependent positive-chromatin origins showed FHA-
dependent ORC association, a substantial minority did not
(25%, 3/12). The twelve positive-chromatin origins that
generated FHA-dependent ARS activity in Figure 3C were
parsed into two sub-cohorts by the presence of a 5′-FKH-
T motif within 250 bp 5′ of the ORC site (Figure 6 D
and E, middle panels). Strikingly, 100% of FHA-dependent
positive-chromatin origins that contained a 5′-FKH-T mo-
tif showed FHA-dependent ORC binding, while none of the
three remaining FHA-dependent positive-chromatin ori-
gins that lacked a 5′-FKH-T motif did. Thus, Fkh1 bind-
ing to a 5′-FKH-T site was the dominant feature among
positive-chromatin origins that depended on the Fkh1-
FHA domain to compete for ORC. Even within the strin-
gently defined origin cohort of positive-chromatin origins,
FHA-dependent ARS activity was not obligatorily linked to
FHA-dependent alterations in relative ORC binding, sug-
gesting ORC-independent mechanisms by which the Fkh1-
FHA domain might affect the activity of some origins. Be-
cause the number of positive-chromatin origins that were
experimentally investigated, n = 16, was low, the P-value
cut-offs for many of the differences noted above relative to
the behavior of the 393 confirmed origins did not reach <
0.05. Therefore, as an independent challenge to these out-
comes, the analysis scheme was applied to additional ori-
gin groups: the positive-DNA cohort, which is comprised
of origins where ORC’s affinity for the essential ORC site
is sufficient to explain ORC binding in vivo (Figure 5,
(24)) and two larger groups of Fkh1/2-regulated origins
where Fkh1/2 exerts control at the S-phase MCM com-
plex activation step, i.e. recruitment of an essential origin

activation S-phase kinase (43,47) (Supplementary Figure
S7). Because the positive-DNA origins, by definition, use a
DNA-dependent ORC–origin binding mechanism (Figure
1), the prediction was that this origin cohort would not be-
have like the positive-chromatin origin cohort, and this out-
come was observed (Supplementary Figure S5A). In addi-
tion, the Fkh1/2-regulated origins, either Fkh1/2-activated
or Fkh1/2-repressed, were no more or less likely than all
confirmed origins to contain origins that showed relative
FHA-dependent ORC association (Supplementary Figure
S7B). Together these analyses supported the conclusion that
the FHA-dependent positive-chromatin cohort was dis-
tinct in its enrichment for origins that used an Fkh1-FHA-
mechanism to promote ORC binding. The data presented
above provided evidence that Fkh1-FHA-dependent ORC
binding was a predominant mechanism within the positive-
chromatin cohort. However, this cohort was intentionally
restricted to a small number of yeast origins ( 5%) that met
arbitrary stringent cut-offs for ORC binding behavior in
vivo and in vitro (24). It was clear that many more confirmed
origins showed relative reductions in the fkh1R80A/FKH1
ORC ChIPSeq ratios. Specifically, 42% (162/393) of con-
firmed origins fell into the FHA-dependent ORC binding
category based on the criteria used in these analyses (Figure
6D, left panel). To address whether a link to a 5′-FKH-T site
and FHA-dependent ORC binding could be uncovered by
examining all confirmed origins, these origins were parsed
by the presence of a 5′-FKH-T motif existing within 250 bp
of the origin’s ORC site (Figure 6D and E, right panels).
Notably, the fraction of confirmed origins that contained
at least one 5′-FKH-T motif was significantly enriched for
origins that showed relative FHA-dependent ORC binding.
These observations suggested that the mechanism identified
at the majority of FHA-dependent positive-chromatin ori-
gins might operate at other yeast origins.

DISCUSSION

Budding yeast ORC binds to a specific DNA element within
yeast origins that is essential for origin activity, a distinct
feature of yeast origins that has made this organism so use-
ful for identifying the core origin-binding proteins in eu-
karyotic cells, including ORC (6). However, while sequence-
specific binding by ORC is important for defining yeast
origins, several lines of evidence indicate that yeast, like
other eukaryotes, also uses incompletely defined features of
origin-adjacent chromatin to promote ORC-origin binding
(14,16,24,49,50). The experiments in this study revealed that
Fkh1 was an origin-adjacent chromatin-associated protein
that promotes ORC-origin binding and origin activity at
a subset of origins. This Fkh1-dependent mechanism re-
quired the conserved Fkh1-FHA domain and a distinct
Fkh1 binding site located 5′ of the essential ORC site. Thus,
stabilization of the essential ORC-DNA interaction was a
mechanism by which Fkh1 promoted the formation of chro-
mosomal origins in budding yeast.

Fkh1 promotes origin activity at multiple steps in the origin
cycle

Fkh1 and its paralog Fkh2 positively regulate ∼20% of
yeast chromosomal origins, and the majority of these
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Fkh1/2-activated origins (n = 84) are among the earliest
replicating origins in this organism (43,51). Several lines of
evidence indicated that the Fkh1-FHA-dependent mecha-
nism described here was distinct from the mechanism op-
erating at Fkh1/2-activated origins. In particular, Fkh1/2-
activated origins are regulated primarily at the S-phase
activation step by Fkh1/2 proteins bound near origins
and recruiting the limiting S-phase kinase, DDK (Dbf4-
dependent kinase) (47,48). In contrast, the Fkh1-FHA-
dependent mechanism could be explained by enhanced
binding of ORC to origin DNA. Evidence supporting this
conclusion included direct assessment of ORC-origin bind-
ing in vivo and the conversion of FHA-dependent positive-
chromatin ARSs to FHA-independent ARSs by engineer-
ing mutant ORC sites with enhanced affinities for ORC.
In addition, the FHA-dependent mechanism was more
tightly linked to ORC-origin binding mechanisms (e.g.
positive-chromatin compared to the control/contrast col-
lection of positive-DNA origins) than to either origin acti-
vation time or modes of Fkh1/2-regulation. The Fkh1/2-
activated mechanism is achieved through a high local con-
centration of origin-adjacent FKH sites that bind Fkh1/2
that in turn establish a high local concentration of the
limiting DDK that triggers origin firing. Consistent with
this model, Fkh1/2-activated origins show significantly
greater association with Fkh1/2 proteins than Fkh1/2-
repressed origins do, accounting for their enhanced com-
petitiveness for the DDK (23). In contrast, FHA-dependent
and FHA-independent origins contained a similar num-
ber of origin-adjacent FKH motifs and showed similar
levels of association with Fkh1, providing evidence that
a quantitative difference in Fkh1 binding could not eas-
ily account for differences in these origins’ dependencies
on the Fkh1-FHA domain. However, while the Fkh1/2-
activated and Fkh1-FHA-dependent mechanisms repre-
sent distinct mechanisms for how Fkh1 is used to en-
hance origin activity, these mechanisms are not mutually
exclusive. Indeed, while ARS305 is an Fkh1/2-activated
but Fkh1-FHA-independent origin, ARS1529.5 is both
Fkh1/2-activated and Fkh1-FHA-dependent. Thus, Fkh1
bound to ARS1529.5 may both stabilize ORC and help re-
cruit the DDK, whereas at other origins it may perform only
one of these functions.

A distinct structural class of yeast origins: the Fkh1-FHA do-
main acted through an FKH site positioned 5′ of the essential
origin ORC site

An ORC site is an essential but not a sufficient element for
yeast origin activity. An influential paradigm for yeast ori-
gin structure positions the accessory elements required for
normal levels of origin activity 3′ of the T-rich strand of
the essential ORC site (25). These 3′ accessory elements are
AT-rich and often include near matches to the ORC bind-
ing site in the A-rich orientation (i.e. orientation opposite
to that of the essential ORC site). Because the Fkh1/2 core
binding motif is also AT-rich, these 3′ accessory elements
also often contain matches to FKH motifs. The potentially
overlapping biochemical functions of these 3′ accessory el-
ements can make assigning their definitive roles at origins
challenging. For example, molecular and biochemical stud-

ies provide evidence that a match to a reverse ORC site can
enhance binding of a second ORC that aids in the loading
of the second MCM hexamer during the formation of the
double-hexamer MCM complex (52,53). Mutational anal-
yses of a few Fkh1/2-activated origins indicate that FKH
motifs positioned 3′ of the essential T-rich ORC site are re-
quired for their activation, consistent with these sites acting
as Fkh1/2 binding sites in vivo (43,54). However, it is diffi-
cult to discern whether mutations of these FKH motifs re-
duce origin activity because they abolish Fkh1/2 binding or
because they reduce the binding of a second ORC or both.
Either effect could conceivably alter the sensitivity of the
origin to Fkh1/2 activation.

In this report, a definitive role for the 5′-FKH-T mo-
tif in several Fkh1-FHA-dependent positive-chromatin ori-
gins could be assigned because the fkh1R80A allele pre-
cisely abolished the established function of the FHA do-
main in phosphothreonine peptide binding while leaving
Fkh1’s DNA binding domain intact (39,40,46). Therefore,
we were able to test whether the Fkh1-FHA domain and
the 5′ FKH-T site contributed additively to origin function.
Specfically, the activity of a model Fkh1-FHA-dependent
origin, ARS1529.5, was reduced substantially in fkh1R80A
or in FKH1 cells containing a substitution of the 5′-FKH-
T site in ARS1529.5. Moreover, yeast containing both mu-
tations, a fkh1R80A allele and the 5′-FKH-T site substitu-
tion, did not reduce the activity of ARS1529.5 further than
either mutation alone. Consistent results were observed
with other Fkh1-FHA-dependent origins. While studies of
a small number of origins indicate that some yeast origins
contain element(s) 5′ of their ORC sites that contribute to
origin activity, a role for these elements has not been as-
signed (35,36). The data presented here provide evidence
that a FKH site can be an important 5′ origin-accessory el-
ement in yeast.

While experimental data provided evidence that the ma-
jority (56%, 9/16) of positive-chromatin origins used the 5′-
FKH-T, Fkh1-FHA-dependent mechanism reported here,
these origins represent only about two percent of confirmed
yeast origins. However, the genome-scale analyses of ORC
binding provided evidence that the Fkh1-FHA domain was
relevant to competitive levels of ORC binding at ∼40% ori-
gins, suggesting this domain might be used broadly across
the genome to enhance ORC-origin selection. Moreover, a
significant link between an origin-adjacent 5′-FKH-T mo-
tif and Fkh1-FHA-dependent ORC binding was revealed
by analyses of all 393 confirmed origins, suggesting that the
less familiar origin structure and mechanism uncovered by
a study of positive-chromatin origins could operate more
generally, affecting 25% of yeast origins. This value may
be an underestimate, as FKH motif searches were confined
to 250 bp 5′ of the ORC site. Thus, taken together with
what is known about the mechanism that controls Fkh1/2-
activated origins, this study reveals that Fkh1, and possibly
Fkh2, may contribute directly to origin regulation by influ-
encing several distinct steps of the origin cycle in both G1-
and S-phase. A clearer picture of the roles for Fkh pro-
teins in origin control and the relationship of this control to
other genomic structures and processes will require higher-
resolution molecular information about Fkh1-chromosome
and Fkh1-protein interactions.
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Abundant evidence indicates that ORC-DNA binding
in human cells is particularly sensitive to chromatin (55).
While a few non-ORC factors have been implicated in ORC-
origin binding in human cells, it is likely that many are yet
to be discovered. Human cells encode fifty different FOX
proteins, many of which promote cell proliferation (56).
One FOX protein, FOXO3, interacts with Cdt1 and pro-
motes the G1/S transition(57). It will be interesting to learn
whether additional FOX proteins direct ORC binding or
other steps in origin licensing as part of their cell prolifera-
tion roles in more complex eukaryotic cells.
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